
Huntington makes pitch for home rule – 4/9 
By Clark Davis 
 
Anchor: Cities are making their pitch for home rule. Last year, lawmakers approved a pilot project to give 
some municipal governments more control. On Tuesday, Huntington Mayor David Felinton told the board 
of state’s Home Rule Pilot Project how his administration plans to raise revenue with a 1 percent income 
tax, and take care of dilapidated housing if given home rule powers. Clark Davis has more. 
 
Davis: Huntington Mayor David Felinton led Huntington’s administration in a presentation stating 
Huntington’s case to be chosen as one of the test cities for the Home Rule pilot program, giving cities the 
ability to control own matters without first receiving state approval.  
 
Felinton: (Presentation sound) Huntington is a community that, we reached our population peak in the 
1950’s as many communities in West Virginia did. Our population was approaching 100,000. 
  
Davis: With that Felinton began a presentation focusing on the need for a Land Bank, being able to deal 
with Fire Damage in Residential areas, Capacity to collect city fees, and an occupational tax. Two of the 
things that stood out in the Huntington proposal were the occupation tax and the need for a land bank. 
The occupational tax would take one percent of a person’s salary directly out of their paycheck. This 
would take the place of the current $2 a week user fee. The other key part of the presentation was a land 
bank which Felinton says would…  
 
Felinton: …gives us the ability to, more quickly acquire properties that would normally be sold at the 
courthouse steps for taxes. It lets us buy them outright and demolish them, sell them to somebody with a 
guarantee they are going to fix them up to a certain standard and live their. Basically it speeds up the 
process, currently anybody can come in and buy it for taxes, and the problem is they don’t see much of a 
responsibility to the community.  
 
Davis: Wheeling mayor and chairman of the Home Rule Board Nick Sparachane led the group of 7 board 
members. He says the presentation was the same as most other cities with the exception being the 
occupational tax.  
 
Sparachane: All the cities have been fairly similar, I think Huntington is taking a look at their tax structure 
and trying to figure out a way to lessen the B&O burden on businesses and taking a look a different 
alternative means of taxation. That was a little different than other cities. Basically all the cities have been 
professional and very interested in the future of their communities and all the hearings have gone very 
well, I think all the state agencies have been represented and a lot of people from the communities.  
 
Davis: Sparachane says the city of Huntington has a good chance of getting the ok to start the process. 
 
Sparachane: Yeah I’m only one of seven members of the commission, but I thought their proposal was 
very well presented and presented a lot of great information with it.  
 
Davis: Three other cities have applied for the Home Rule project, two of which Charleston and Wheeling 
have already presented to the Home rule board and Bridgeport will present soon. The board can 
authorize up to five and have till June to decide on the application.  
 
For West Virginia Public Broadcasting I’m Clark Davis in Huntington. 


